September 9, 2016
For immediate release:
ANOVITE COLOSTRUM6 EARNS

HEALTHYLIVING ‘READERS’ CHOICE’ SEAL
Los Angeles, California—HealthyLivinG Magazine’s 2016 “Readers’ Choice”
seal has been awarded to Colostrum6, the first milk foodbased supplement
from Anovite, Bluffdale, Utah.
Competing against other colostrum companies including Symbiotics,
Sovereign Labs, 21st Century Colostrum and Mt. Capra, Anovite fans
dominated the voting that occurred at www.HealthyLivinGMagazine.US.
“Thanks to HealthyLivinG’s ‘Readers’ Choice’ contest, Anovite
generated extensive social media activity and enough votes to win as well as
stimulate greater awareness of colostrum’s benefits and what makes for a
quality product.”
Anovite Colostrum6 is a bovinebased food and supplement used for
sports injuries, antiaging and immune protection. Begun in 1993 and
based in Utah, the company was founded by Anthony Kleinsmith, PhD. Dr
Kleinsmith is author

of First Milk Diet, a definitive book on colostrum for
consumers published in 2016 by The Freedom Press.



About HealthyLivinG Foundation
The HealthyLivinG Foundation is the 501C(3) nonprofit charity that
publishes HealthyLivinG magazine, the national publication on consumer

health. Chemical Toxin Working Group (dba HealthyLivinG Foundation) is
the testing arm of the nonprofit. CTWG independently purchases and tests
food and consumer products for chemical toxins, notifying manufacturers
and the public of the products’ passage.
In 2015 alone HLF/CTWG reached the biggest legal settlements in the
industry with such violators as Kroger, Walmart, Bumble Bee, Chicken of
the Sea, Crown Prince and others. As a result, violators removed toxic
products from sale, reformulated them or put warnings on their labels that
they contain a contaminant that causes cancer or reproductive harm on the
product packaging. Test results are analyzed using standards of the
California's Proposition 65 and accredited independent laboratories.
For more uptotheminute information visit
www.HealthyLivingMagazine.US and get instant updates via Twitter
(@USHealthyLivinG) and Facebook (Facebook.com/HealthyLivinG Mag).
About Anovite
Founded in 1993 by Anthony Kleinsmith, PhD, Anovite specializes in
firstmilking colostrum gathered from humanely raised dairy cows. The
company’s colostrum is called Colostrum6 to denote its gathering within
the first six hours. Dr Kleinsmith was raised in Cache Valley, Utah, a region
known for producing cheese and learned about the value of colostrum for
health from his life on a dairy farm, learning to save sickly calves with extra
amounts of colostrum.
For additional information, please contact:

info@HealthyLivinGMagazine.us

